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ABSTRACT

In this work is given a full theoretically treatment of the problem how to determine
the critical density of charge on nonconductive rectangular charged surfaces placed near a
small spherical conductive and earthed surface.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In industry one meets many cases, in which relatively not small and not conduc-
tive surfaces are charged. It can happened that field intensity of this superficial charge
is big enough so to be able to realise to do the discharge in arounded gases, and if the
atmosphere is explosive, the situation may become dangerous. Furthermore, the question,
how to determinate the limits of critical density of charge (crc), to avoid the discharging,
becomes really a question.

In normal conditions, in literature, as limits of superficial density of charge (a)
are considered those, which are determinated by relations oma.x = eo-Eo and crmlix = 2£Oi?o,
where Eo = 3.106 ^ is the intensity of discharge of air (1, 2, 3]. In our point of view,
this determination, is not exact because even for densities less than the above mentioned
values, earthed conductive bodies can approach the charged surface and their presence
may enlarge the field intensity and enable the beginning of discharge. So, if we like to
approach the reality it is necessary to determinate the critical density calculating the field
of a non conductive plane surface and a conductive earthed surface that is near it.

2. PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM

Heidelberg [4, 5, 6] through the relation

£s = -rr P - - y/(D - a)2 + B?
(1)

has presented the electric field intensity £5 in point 5 of earthed sphere with radius a

which is above the thin non conductive uniformly charged disk with superficial density a

(Fig.l).

This type of function £ s = f(D) drew my attention. Calculations [7] show that

d\Es\
w h e r e 7 =

[(D - a)2 +

For R > 2a, condition which is always realised in practical measurements, \-y\ < 1,
so in this case J ^ l < 0. So Es = /(£>) is a descendent function and the maximal value,
(|i?s|mlU(), is achieved at D = a.

From the above mentioned conclusions I deduce to correlate the critical den-
sity (crc) with maximal value of intensity which will not be greater than critical intensity
determinated by Bowers [6].
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Really, in industrial circumstances we have not to do with a pair of sphere-charged
disk, but with a pair sphere-charged rectangular surface. This case cannot be reflected by
the Heideibcrg relation (1), neither with its generalization made by Asano [§], therefore it
must be treated in another special manner.

3. FIELD INTENSITY BETWEEN NOT CONDUCTIVE CHARGE
PLANE SURFACE AND CONDUCTIVE EARTHED SPHERE

Let us sec the electric field performed when a conductive earthed sphere by radius
r is placed in front of a rectangular not conductive surface with sides a and b uniformly
charged with superficial density a, in distance D from the centre of sphere (Fig.2).

Let us choose a Cartesian system (xyz) which origin is on the centre of sphere,
and i-axis is perpendicular with plane surface passing throughout its centre.

Let us take an elementary charge dQ = crdS on the rectangle which coordinates
are (?QyqZQ) and its distance from the centre of sphere is L The image of this charge
(elementary) on conductive sphere is represented by — dQ' (with coordinates (x'y'z1)) which
is placed on the line connecting dQ with 0 in distance I' by 0. In this ca.se we can write
[2(452-453)], [9]

dQ1 = =fdQ and el' - r2 . (2)

Let us take a point P(xyz) which distances from dQ and dQ' are respectively R
and R'. Then the potential dtp performed in this point by dQ and the sphere will be

dQ dQ'
+ ds (3)

Let us take a new system (loj/o^o) parallel with the first one (xyz), which centre
is on Oo and be limited to points which are placed on x-axis. Then

R =

XQ — D; yq = j/ol ZQ — zo ds = dyg dzu .

Taking into account the oversaid we can integrate relation (3) as follows

^ dyn dz0—(r f
ra/2 fb

-Li
- x)2 + yl + z\

Put
fa/2 fb/2 dy0 dzQ

liJ-bli Jix-x'Y + y^-tz2
= -. / /

Then

—dip

dx dx

3.1 Determination of therm I:%£x\ <_r

Put

= / :
dya

taking into consideration the recommendations of [10]

Put

fa/2

=
J-a/2

a/2

The calculations [7] show that

• ^ +

- x) arcsinI - x)2 + b2

- b -



and

J2(«) / (*)

(D - x)[bgi(x)

(D - x)[(D - x)2 - 2/(s)gi(g)]
/(I)S(x)p?(xM(x)

(I>-z)P>-a)'-2/(s)/i(i)l

(D-x)[bfl(x)+2(D-xY\ 1 _ [
2g(x)

Sa(D-x) a
• + 4 arctg4(D - x)2 + a2 2(D-x)

where

4 ' 2'

\

1 -

2(P-r)'

For x = r and D — r have (7j

3.2 Determination of tlierme

1 -

2eD

6+-

By Fig.2 and relation (2) take

,6 /2

-6/2
¥>2 = f

tJ-band

dx

(yg

(4)

The calculations [7] show

t*n finf
J-a/7 J-

J-t/2 J-

dza

- p)

ab
4(D - r)f(r)

a/2 fi/2
(Vo + 2a

2j(r)

a b
- a r c tS ^7K—- - arc'S2(D-r) 2(D-r)

where

Then

- arctg
2(D-r)

1 - r ) JT a
r | 2 - a r C S m i - a r C t S 2 ( D ^ T } -

b + 2f(r) ^ k ,„ a+2f(r)
a tn ' . , y + b hi

2j(r) 2K(r)
ab

2A'\ -a- ( K\
= - ~ 1 + — )

h b in

For D = r take

a.
where

3.3 Determination of £ m M

In accordance with relations (4) and (5) we have

it. i _ - ^ i

4.

dx

Determination of cf

dx
K

(5)

(6)

There are two values (Emsx and r) in relation (6) which must be determined at
first. Different authors [6], [11], think that in general when r > W2m the situation will
be dangerous for the beginning of the lamp discharge, therefore I propose the value of
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r = 10 2m. In the meantime, for determination of Emax I think that the Bower's method

[6] must be used according to which the discharge is achieved when

e 4 f i
2V \ 2V

where Eo is critical intensity on the sphere surface anci is adequate to take

For an ionizing tension of arounded air V = 12,5f, for average path of electron A =

3,7 • 10~7m, and the sphere's radius r = 10~2m, result Eo - 4,54 • 10 6 ^. After the

determination of Em4x = Eo and of r, at last we write

(7)

5 .

where <rc is the critical density of charge.

CONCLUSIONS

A very important problem in industrial circumstances, is determining the limit of

critical density of charge, to avoid the discharge on not conductive charged surfaces. There

is not an exact answer for this question in up- to-da te literature. That is the reason for

which in this work, for the first time, we show the full theoretically treatment of question

how to determine the critical density for cases in which not conductive rectangular charged

surfaces are placed in front of a small conductive earthed spherical surface. In industrial

circumstances this case is always present. The final conclusion is shown in relations as

follow

where ac is critical density of charge as a function of critical intensity Eo, sphere's radius

r and coefficient K = f(a,b), being a and b both the sides of rectangular surface.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l The system: earthed sphere-non conductive uniformly charged disk.

Fig.2 The system: earthed sphere-nonconductive charged rectangular surface. A

Fig . l

Fig.2
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